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Prenatal Appointments + Scheduling 
 
 
Our prenatal appointments are usually broken down by threes. We’ll share here what is 
included with each. 
 
Prenatal appointment (1): phone. Allow 30 - 60 minutes.  

• Check in, how shes doing, Where she is in pregnancy, when due date, birth plan, birth 
location, her support lined up time she’ll plans to be home with baby, time her partner 
will be home to support her. 

• What are the ages of your other little ones? What are care arrangements for them in 
first few weeks after birth? 

• Go over what care looks like, “how familiar with ayurveda?” 
• Let her know you will bring copy of contract to be signed your in-person meeting. 

Deposit also to be made at that time. 
 
Prenatal appointment (2): in person. Allow 60 minutes+ (2-3 weeks later, max) 

1. Go over the extent of support she sees coming from others (mom, partner, etc)  
2. Contract signed by both + deposit made. Deposit applies to final day or final week.  
3. Bring ipad or computer so that you can take a look at the menu outline together. Fill her 

in on what you recommend she complete prior to delivery. This includes orders placed 
for products (stock your kitchen, page 16),  shopping done for staples (the set up,page 
15), and recipes complete by week 32 (page 21), the menu and menu highlights (page 
28+).  

4. Set up delivery, day 1 plan for care she’ll receive by you. Example how I do: (open “care 
plan” from home page). When considering all of my work, this is the only part that I 
consider a bit tricky when it comes to scheduling. That is because this is the great 
unknown!  

5. Scheduling: complete contract with dates. When 6 weeks is booked (42 days), I block 
myself out 2 weeks prior to her EDD, and starting from her EDD, I block myself all the 
way through 7 weeks. This is in case the delivery occurs after the EDD. I’ll have this 
entered into the contract OR the date section is blank when I arrive to the appointment 
with her so that we can write it in together.  

6. Confidentiality and Privacy. The ayurvedic postpartum doula should respect the privacy 
of clients and hold in privacy all information obtained in the course of this professional 
service.  

 



Prenatal appointment (3): in person or phone. Allow 60 minutes+ (2-3 weeks later, max) 
• Revisit all that was shared in appointment 2,to make sure nothing fell through the 

cracks that the mother would like to have in place for her (ordering particular herb, etc) 
 
Suggested schedule:  
3-5 days per week at 4-6 hours per day.  
 
Jenna’s most common contract scheduling: 
Week 1-3: 5 days, 5 hours per day.  
Week 4-6: 4 days, 5 hours per day.  
 
* When 6 weeks is booked (42 days), I block myself out 2 weeks prior to her EDD, and starting 
from her EDD, I block myself all the way through 7 weeks. This is in case the delivery occurs 
after the EDD. I’ll have this entered into the contract OR the date section is blank when I arrive 
to the appointment with her so that we can write it in together.  
 
I make sure to note in the contract any dates that I am not available. I also note my back up 
doula’s name/contract info in case needed.  
 
 
 


